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1. INTRODUCTION 
Research of finite-difference analogues for nonlocal problems have been conducted by various 
scientists (see, e.g., [1-6]). In these works, the authors basically studied convergence issues of 
finite-difference schemes on classes of smooth solutions for either second-order ordinary differen- 
tial equations or the simplest partial differential equations, particularly heat conductivity and 
Poisson's equations in quadrangle areas. 
This article is devoted to the construction and investigation of various types of difference 
schemes relevant o nonlocM boundary value problems tated for multidimensional e liptic equa- 
tions. Suitable tools for performing our investigation are developed, including difference analogue 
of Green's formula and inequalities corresponding to nonlocal boundary conditions. 
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More specifically, analogically to the methods of lines, in this article we construct difference 
schemes on irregular grids for nonlocal problems for elliptic equations. The convergence of the 
discretized solution to the solution of the initial problem is proved. The speed of convergence 
is estimated. It is worthy to note that the irregularity of the grids allows considering nonlocal 
conditions without approximation. The same topics are covered in the case of a regular grid. 
However, in the latter case, it becomes necessary to approximate nonlocal conditions on the grid. 
The paper also covers all the above considered issues in the case of full discretization. We 
investigate and estimate the speed of convergence in this case as well. 
2. PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
First, we obtain the difference formulas, analogues to Green's ones, where nonlocal boundary 
conditions are taken into account. Above mentioned formulas are used to get energetic equalities 
and prior estimates. 
On the segment [0, l], we consider difference grids 
wh={x~,x~=ih ,  i=  1 , . . . ,N - I ,  h=N},  
wh ---- {xi, xl = hi, x~ = x i -1  -}- h i ,  i = 1 , . . .  ,N  - 1}, 
~h = Wh U {X0 ~--- 0, X N --~ Nh},  ~n -~ 09h U {XO ~-- O, Z N ~- l}  
and any fixed point Xio, which is from wh or wh. We also consider grid functions v(xi) - vi, 
u(xi)  = ui, a(xi) = a~ defined on Wh (Wh). 
formulas (see, e.g., [7,S]). 
Further, we are using well known notations and 
hi + hi+l 
2 
Vi+l  - -  Vi  Vi - -  V i - I  V i+ l  - -  Vi 
Vx# = h i+~ ' v~# = - h i  ' v~# = h i  ' 
N- I  N- I  N 
= S]   ivih , = Z ( ,vl = 
i=I  i=l  i=1 
(u ,  v~) .  = - (v, u~] + UNVN - uo , l ,  
(1) 
(v, (au~z)~) = - (au~z, v~] + avu~ztg -- alu2,ovo, 
(~, (a~)~) ,  = - (~ ,  ~] + '~ IN  - a~,o~o,  
N-1  N 
Z ui (~,+l - v~) = - Zv~ (ui - u~- l )  + (~V)N - (~)0 • 
i=0 i=1 
With these formulas, we could easily show the following equalities for any function v(x), such 
that v0 = v (0) = 0, 
(v, v~)h#o = -~l[(v,v~)h+#o + (v, vz~)h-#o ] , (2) 
where 
N j -1  
j= i0+l  i= l  
N--1 j 
j =io i= l 
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N j -1  
(V, V-~x)h+)io = E hj E hi+lViV~x,i, 
j= io+l  i=1 
N N-1  
E hjvjv~,j -I'- E hj+lVjVx'j = v2N 2 - V io  ) 
j= io+l  j=io 
(3) 
(~, ~)h+ #o = - (v' ,  ~]h+#o + 
N 
E 
j= io+l  
hjvjv~,j, (¢) 
where 
N-1  
(V, Vx~)h- #o = --[Vz'Vx)h-#o + E hj+lvjv~,j, 
j=io 
N j 
j= io+l  i=1 
N-I j--1 
j=io i=0 
Equalities (2)-(4) help to prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. For the grid function v(x), such that v0 = v(0) = 0, the equality 
1 [ vx' Vx)h-,io } ~- 1 
holds. 
The truth of more general equations could be checked in the same way. 
If v(x 0 and a(xi) are the functions defined on &h and v0 = v(0) = 0, aj = a(xj) > tt 
= const > 0, then 
where 
N j-1 
j= io+l  i=1 
N j-1 
(V'-(~)X)h+,io -~ E hja;1Ehi+l(av"~)x, ivi' 
j=io+l i=l 
N-1  j 
(Y,~V-~)h_,io ~--- .~. hj+la;~l Eh i  (a(+l)Vx)~,i v ' 
3=Io i=l 
where ~(+1) Moreover, i := ai+l. 
N 
j= io+l  
hj vj v~,j 
N-1  
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where 
N j 
(v~:, av~:]h+,io : E hja; 1 E h'aiv~, i' 
j= io+l  i=1 
N-1  j -1  
[v:r,aVx)h-,io = E hj+la-f~l E hi+lai+lv2, i'
j=io i=O 
and 
1 
(v , -~-~)  h,i ° = --21 { (v~.,av~]h+,i ° + [vz,avz)h_,,o } + ~ (VN + Vio) (VN _ Vio ) (5) 
Using the above formulas, it is very easy to show that for any function v(x), x E ~h, such that 
v0 = v(0) = 0, the following inequality holds, 
(6) 
N 2 where 11 v] [i2o = }-~-j=io+l hjvj ,  C = const > 0, and it does not depend on hi. 
J 2</  J 2 Indeed, vy -- ~-~-i=l hiv~,~, vj _ ~ i= l  hiv~,i" Summing up the latter, once again, we get (6). 
In the same way, we could get that 
Ilvlli~o <_ c [~,v~)h-,~o, (7) 
= ~-~-i=l hive, C = const > 0, and it does not depend on hi. where Hv[12o io 
The inequality (7) can be proved in the following way, 
N-1  j -1  N-1  j 
[V:r., VX)h-,io : E hj+l E hi+lt)2, i >- E hj+l E hiv2z, i 
j=io i=0 j=io i= l  
io io 
_ .V 2 
i=l i=1 
From (5)-(7), it is obvious that 
Ilvll ~ < C {(~,V~]h+#o + [vx,~x)u-,io}, (8) 
where [[vll 2 = ~-~g=l hlv~, C = const > 0 and it does not depend on hi. 
It is also obvious that 
ll ll (o) 
Let us consider, for a = 1, n, multidimensional grids defined on ~ area (~ : l=In = 1-L=ln 
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[0, ~] c ~"), 
{ lo} Wh~= x(~)=Gh~,  G=I , . . . ,N~- I ,  h,~=~-~- , 
~h~, = ~ho u ~,+ u "G, 
n 
~-~1 
r~ : {x (0 : (x~h) , . . . , x~) ) ,  x~)E  ~,  x(~ 'z) e Who, c~ ¢ fl, fl : 1, n} ,  
- f I  g'n,~ = wn~, U 7 + U 7,~, f2~, = wa~,, 
where F = USa=lit ~+a U F2 ] is the boundary of f~h- 
We also need the following definitions, 
, . . .~X 
V(X~/1),. _(i~-1) _(i~--t-1) ~(i~+1) ,~)) "'~:~¢~-1 ,Xc~ , ~(~+1 ,'' ',X(n / =V(4"l")~ 
v~o: (~+~o~_ v)/~o~, ~o, _-0~ F~:o+,~ + ~,:~,] 
3. D ISCRET IZAT ION OF 
NONLOCAL PROBLEMS 
Let us consider the following problem. Find a regular solution of the equation, 
Lu = .~ a, (x) + C (x) u (x) = F (x), 
satisfying the classic boundary conditions, 
0 _< xi <_ li, 
~(0,~) =0, 
x E II,~, 
(x)lxo=o = ~ ( :%o=~o = o, 
i= l , . . . ,n ,  a¢ i  (c~----2,3,...,n), 
= (~2,... ,x~) ~ z1,_1 = h [0,z~], 
or=2 
( lo)  
(11) 
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and the nonlocal condition, 
U (/1,:~) = ~?A (~, X) -[- ~9 (~'), 0 < ~ < ll, :~ e l~n--1, (12) 
where ai(x) > #o = const > O, C(x) < O, 7 = const is a parameter, ai(x), C(x), F(x), ~(x) are 
regular functions defined on relevant spaces, such that the solution u(x) of the given problem 
exists and u(x) 6 C 4'° (~). Note that al(.) depends only on ~, ~ is given. 
Let us consider the semidiscrete analogue of the above stated problem, 
Lhv (x) =- (k 1 (7) V:~ 1)~t ÷ ~X/ a~ (x) ~ + q (X) V = f, 
i=2 
X : (X l , . . . ,Xn)  ----- (Xl,:~), Xl ~ ¢d&l, :r ~ nn-1 ,  
(13) 
v (x) l~o=0 = v (~) I .o=to  = 0, 
0 <_ xi <_ li, i = 1, . . . ,n ,  a ?~ i, ~---- 2, n, (14) 
. (0 ,~)=0,  ~: e ~,,_~, 
where v is a semidiscrete grid function relevant o u(x), kl(x), f(x), q(x) are O(h 2) order ap- 
proximations of al(x), F(x), C(x) by xl variable on oJh, irregular grid, x~ yl) - 11, _(io) 
which means that # is taken for a grid point and this is quite possible as the grid whl is irregular. 
Naturally, the terms kt (x) _> #o and q(x) <_ 0 are in force. 
The model (13)-(15) is a system of partial differential and finite-difference equations with 
classical boundary conditions. The system consists of (N1 - 1) number of unknown values v~(7) = 
v(@,~) ,  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N~ - 1. 
For this system, we are investigating 
(1) existence of solution, 
(2) stability regarding the right-hand side of the equation, 
(3) convergence issue. 
Suggested reduction to classical type systems is justified, since there are a lot of software pack- 
ages developed on the basis of difference, finite, and boundary elements, and various variational 
methods, available to solve the latter systems. According to our definitions, (13)-(15) can be 
written as follows, 
o[ l ÷ qj (~)vj (~) ÷ (hj+1~y)-11~l,j+1(~)Vj+l (~,) 
i=2 
- (k~,j+~ (~) h#,  + k,,j (~)h7 ~) h2% (5) + (hjhj) -~ k,,~ (z)~j_,  (~) = fj (~), 
hj = h~), hj = h~J), ~J) ~ ~,  ~ ~ n,_~ (y = l , . . . ,g , -  1), 
(16) 
where VN1 (X) should be replaced by 7V~o(~) + ~(~) (io is a ordinal number of net point ~), and 
vo(~) by zero. The following boundary conditions will be also met, 
(17) 
(i = 2 ,3 , . . . ,n ) ,  0 < x~ < l~, c~ # i, c~ = 2, n. 
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If we show that the operator of problems (16), (17) is coercitive and continuous in any {H(~ }N1-1 
Hilbert space, then obviously under suitable conditions there always exists generalized solution 
of the problem in this space. Here H 1 = Hol(IIn_l) is the first-order Sobolev space of such 
functions u 6 L2(Hn-1), o~ L2(Hn-1) (i 2,. . .  E = , n) whose trace on the boundary equals to 
zero (see, e.g., [8]). In order to state convergence issues, the latter fact can be easily proved by 
using inequalities obtained in the following. 
To get energetic equality, we multiply (16) by hivj(~), sum up the product from 1 to ( r - l ) ,  
then multiply the result by hr and sum the product up from (i0 + 1) to N1. Then, we integrate 
the result on IIn_l and get the equality, 
• _ ,  
If we take into consideration (2)-(4) of Lemma and Green's formula on the area Hn-1, then we 
get 
1 
J~,(v) :=---~ fn ._ l{ (k l  (~)vel,vel]h+#o-t-[kl (~,)Vxl,Vxl)h-,%} dff: 
( 
+ 
Prom the above energetic equality, we can arrive at the following theorem. 
THEOREM. If72 <_ 1, q(z) <_ O, then problem (16),(17) can have only one solution. 
PROOF. Under the conditions of the theorem, all the members of the above equality are non- 
positive if ~ = 0, f = 0. Therefore, v(x) = const, but v - 0 on the boundary Of the area. 
Consequently, v(x) = 0 on fl. The theorem is proved. 
The structure of equation (16) is as follows, 
,=2 ~ a''i -I- ql (:~) Vl (~) -I- (h2hi) -1 kl,2 (:~) v2 (.~) 
- (kl,2 (2) h~ -1 + k,,, (2) hT 1) hTlv, (2) = I~ (~), 
5°[ i=2 ~Xi ai,2 -t- q2 (2) v2 (2) + (h3h2) -1 kl,3 (:~) v3 (if:) 
-(kl,3 (2) h3i +kl.2 (2) h~ -1) h21v2 (~)+(h2h2) -1 kl,2 (2) Vl (2) = f2 (2), 
f i  a F Ovg,-2 (m) ]
,:~ ~ L a',~,-~ ~ + q~,-~ (.~) ~,_~ (~) 
+ (hN,-lt~N,-2) -1 ~I,N,-1 (X) VN,-1 (X) 
- (k,,N,_, (e) ~;~_, + k,,N,_~ (e) h;~_~) h;~_~,~,_~ (e) 
(19) 
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q- (hN1-2hN,-2) -1 kl,N1-2 ('2) VN1-3 ('2,) = f N1-2 (X), 
~-~ 0 [ OVN~-l (~) ]
, :=  ÷ qNl-1 (ffg)VNl-1 (x) 
+'7 (hNl ~Nx-1) -1 kl,Nx (.~) rio ('2.) 
-- (kl,N1 (:~) hN~ -'1- ]¢l,Nl-1 (fiT) hN~_I ) ~N~_IVNI_I (~7) 
+ (h~v,-~hN~-~) x/¢~,N,-~ (e) v~_~ (e) = f~_~ (e) 
- (hN, aN,-~) -~ kl,N, (~) ~ (~). 
(10)(cont.) 
It is obvious that this is an elliptic system. We have to show that operator is coercitive in the 
(/-/ol) Nl-1 space. 
We have vector-function ~(2) = (vl(2), v2(2), . . .  ,vg~-l(2)).  Generally, the norm of a vector 
(Ni - 1) order is defined as follows, I~1 = V/Y~N=l~'lv~. Let us define a scalar product and a of 
norm as follows, 
Ni d-1 
j=io+l i=1 
Respectively, we bring in a scalar product and norm for such ~(2) vector-functions that vi(2) E 
L2(I I . -1),  
(~,~).o = f_ (~,~)~,~o d~, II~llHo = ~ o .  
rill 
We also define scalar product and norm for such vector-functions wherein each ith component, 
as well as generalized erivatives of the first order, belong to space L2(I In- i) ,  
= o_, ~=~ oG~'SG h,~o 
Bilinear operator corresponding to system (19) and boundary conditions (17) has the following 
form, 
(20) 
~--1 n--I 
where everywhere VNl(£') should be replaced by 7V~o(~ ) as the norm I" I~,~o is equivalent to the 
norm I" I, since we are dealing with finite-dimension spaces and h <_ hv _< h, h, h = const > O. 
The latter fact can be checked, i.e., cIv I <_ ]vIh, i o < ~[v[, where £, e are constants depending on h 
and h. So, everything is correct for the fixed grid. The H0 i space of vector-functions constructed 
on the above norm is Hilbert space. Respectively, linear functional defined on this space will be 
as follows, 
t (~):=/_  (i,v)~,i ° d~, (21) 
JH 
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where 
i j (~) = D (~), j = 1,..., N~ - 2, 
iN l -1  (X') = fN ,_ ,  ('~') - (hN~.~Nl_i) -1 ]gl,N1 (X)~(~)" 
It is easy to show that 
la (u,v)l <--M Ilfil[Ho~ HVliHo~, (22) 
where M = const > 0 does not depend on fi and ~. Consequently a(u, v) is a continuous bilinear 
form. 
If al (x)  -- al(~),  using the lemma, equalities and inequalities (2)-(7), and the Poincar6 in- 
equality, we get 
- 2 
a (V, V) ~ t~ []ViiHol , t~ --  const  > 0. 
On the basis of the Lax-Milgram Lemma (see [8]), we get that equation 
a (fi, ~) = l(O), VV • H~, (23) 
has a unique solution fi(z) i.e., the above partially discrete model has a unique solution too. 
Further on, we study the convergence problem. 
If z(x) = v(x) - u(x), x e wh~ x II,~_l, then we have 
ao (z) := -~ {(kl (2) z~]h+ ~ ° + [k~ (~) z~ d~ 
, , ~-h -#o.  
n-1  
4=2 h, 4o 
d~z (24) 
2 ~--I  %0 w--I 
where ¢ is the approximation error. If u(x) E C4'°(II~_I), we have the following estimates 
(see [7]), 
max [~b 1-- O (h) h = max hi - local estimation, 
1/5 (25) 
From the inequalities (6),(8), it is clear that 
where 
~:=fn  114 ~as, 
n-1  
]lz~]lh+,,0 : = (z~,z~]h+ 4o d~, 
n- I  
I[z~ll ~ f~ h-#0 := [z~,z~)h_#0 d~, 
n-1  
0z 5 (1, 0___z 
1 j io 
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M = const and does not depend on hi. 
Put r/e,3- = Cj, j = 1,2,.. .  ,N  - 1, r/N = 0, then 
N1 - 1 
~i=-  ~ Ckhk, 
k=i  
(¢,  ;)~,~o = (,~, z)h#o = - ( , ,  z~]h÷#o •
If we apply e inequality, 
1 (~,Z~)h+#o <_ ~ (1,~2]h+#0 +S(1,  z~], 
take E = 0.25, and make relevant normalization that will only affect he value of the constant M, 
we get 
(~H~,I2+~I [Hz~]]h+,io+,[Z~Hh_#o]+ f i~  ~ i=2 ~ h,~o) <M1/n-  ~-l( 'r /]h+#°d~"' l  2 
where M1 = const does not depend on the step of the grid. 
From expression (25), we can assume that v(x) ~ u(x) when max hi --* 0 by the norm, 
I l ol ~+~ II']lh+#o+t['llh-,~o + _ ~ h,~0=:lll'llk, 
with the speed O(h2), where h = maxl_<i_<N1 hi, i.e., 
With a direct estimate and by using the first expression of (25), we get O(h) speed of conver- 
gence. 
The above method can also be used to demonstrate stability of the solution with respect o 
the right-hand part of the considered equation. 
Therefore, we have proved that the partially discrete model is correct and the convergence is 
of O(h) if the first estimate of (25) is used and O(h 2) if the second estimate of (25) is applied. 
REMARK 1. We would get similar results for the complete discretization if we construct regular 
grids w~(i = 2, n) for the x2, . . . ,  xn variables. In this case, for these directions, we would get 
local approximation of order O(h~), and, for the xl direction, O(h~). However, if we use a 
negative norm for xl direction, then in the complete discretized analogue of ][[[. ]] ]In norm, final 
estimate would be of O(h 2) order, where h 2 = v/h 2 +. - .  h~, hi = maxl<k<gl hl,k. 
REMARK 2. It is worth mentioning that partial or completely discretized analogues could be 
constructed on the regular grids as well. In this case, we should make approximation of u(~, 2) 
in the point ~ by means of function u(x) in the neighboring points. If u(x) e C4'°(I=In-1), such 
an approximation will lead to 
u (4, ~) = 0u (~ohl, ~) + (1 - 0) u ((io + 1) hi ,  ~) + O (h~) ,  
where 0 < 0 < 1, 0 = (~-  Xlo)/hl, (1 - O) = (Xlo+l - ~)/hl. 
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In this case, boundary condition will have multipoint nonlocal form, 
it (/1, Z) = ~lit (i0hl, :~) -]- "~2 u ((io -[- 1) hi, ~:) -~- ~ -4- O (h2),  (27) 
where ~/1 = 0% ~2 = (1 - 9)-y and obviously, if I~[ -< 1, then ]'Yl + "r2[ -< 1. 
After the above remark, it is natural that we consider fully discretized analogue for the original 
problem with multipoint nonlocal condition, which covers the above stated equations (27) as a 
particular case. Therefore, we consider the following difference quation, 
nnv(x):=~(kp(x)v~,)~: +q(x)v(x)=f(x), xel2n, (28) 
p=l 
n 
v(x) l=,_0 = 0, v (0,~)l=,=z~ =0,  v(0,~) = 0, • ~ ~h, ,  
i=2 
O<x~,<l,~, a¢i, a = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
(29) 
~:i i=2 
where kp(x) is O(h 2) approximation order of ap(x), f(x) is approximation of F(x), q(x) of c(x), 
~'t~ = const ,  (il.)hx are the grid junction points, i l .  -~ 0, i l .  ~ N1, all 3'. > 0 or %. _< 0 and 
m 
~lV ~ = R = const < 1. (31) 
It is well known (see, e.g., [7]) that if ^/, - 0, (# = 1,m), then the following estimate for the 
problem (28)-(30) holds, 
[[vii1 -< [[~[[2 + M [[fHa, (32) 
where M = const > 0 does not depend on the step of the grid, 
It'll1 = maxl . I ,  il'lh = max I'L, ll'H3 = max H.  
ZE~h ZErI~=2 QJhl XE~h 
Naturally, (32) still holds, even if we substitute io with the function V(ll, ~). 
For this case, we get that 
1 M 
IIVlH1 ~-~ i - -  /~  ]1~[12 + ~ {[fll3" 
From the latter estimate it is clear, that for the original problem with the nonlocal condi- 
tion (27) we have the following estimate on regular grids, 
I1~ (z) - u (x)l l l  = o (h~) ,  
as an order of approximation of boundary conditions and equation was O(h2), (h 2 -- ~i~1 h~2) • 
For the difference analogue (28)-(30), we would easily get the estimate of the same order in 
the discrete norm [1['t[[. 
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